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The Ir(110) surface studied by STM
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Abstract

The Ir(110) surface is studied by STM, assisted by LEED and AES. The clean surface exhibits a mesoscopic ‘‘rippling’’ due to
formation of (331) facets, confirming former results. The ‘‘ridges’’ formed by the inclining and declining facets are up to several
100 Å long in [11:0] direction and have an average width of approximately 40 Å, resulting in a quite rough topography on a
mesoscopic scale. At the top of the ridges a close packed double row separating the facets has been found. The Ir(110) surface is
the only known fcc(110) surface that exhibits stabilization via (331) facets, whereas Au(110) and Pt(110) reconstruct in the (1×2)
missing row structure with (111) facets. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction mesoscopic ‘‘rippling’’ of the surface. Up to now
these two groups have been the only ones who
reported this novel kind of surface stabilization.The investigation of fcc(110) surfaces has been

of great interest for many years. For Au(110) and
Pt(110) it is known that the clean surfaces show
a (1×2) missing row reconstruction [1–7]. For the

2. Experimental set-up and preparationIr(110) surface, however, the structure of the clean
surface is still a matter of research. Early results

We used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),favoured a (1×2) missing row reconstruction as
supported by low energy electron diffractionfor Au and Pt [8–10]. Hetterich et al. have found
(LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).[11] that this may be due to Si impurities and
Our STM is an OMICRON-STM-1 described instate, along with other studies, that the structure
detail elsewhere [20]. The STM piezos were cal-of the clean surface is (1×3) [12–16 ]. However,
ibrated using the (7×7)-reconstructed Si(111) sur-in the last years STM studies by Koch et al. [17,18]
face and the Pt(110) (1×2) surface. All STMand He atom diffraction by Avrin and Merrill [19]
images shown here are taken at room temperature.have shown that the structure may still be different.
Surface preparation is done by sputtering withThey obtain the unexpected result that Ir(110)
500 eV Ar+ ions (I#5 mA) followed by annealingtends to stabilize via (331) facets, which leads to
to approximately 1000 K. The setpoint temper-
ature was reached within 10 min and held for* Corresponding author.
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heating was done with a tantalum filament placed corresponds to a distance of 6±0.5 Å, which is in
excellent agreement with the typical distance ofbehind the sample holder. Temperatures were mea-

sured via a pyrometer and a thermocouple fixed 5.76 Å along the sides of the facets (Fig. 3).
Even the centered symmetry of a (331) facet isat the manipulator head near the sample. No

oxygen treatments were used to clean the surface present in all the patterns, but most clearly in the
pattern at 273 eV.in order to avoid the formation of oxides of

possible contaminants as Si or Ca. The pattern at 158 eV (upper panel in Fig. 2)
also reproduces quite well the intensity distribution
shown in Ref. [18] at 156 eV. It demonstrates the
complexity of the intensity distribution along the
[001] azimuth: the narrow spots at both sides of3. Results and discussion
the electron gun seem to merge and split again
when the energy is increased only a few electronAfter several sputtering and annealing cycles the

contamination of the sample was below the detec- volts. This gives rise to complex intensity varia-
tions, and only at certain energies is a ‘‘simple’’tion limit of AES (compare spectrum in Fig. 1)

and showed a ‘‘streaky’’ LEED pattern (Fig. 2), pattern observed, which sometimes reminds us of
a (1×3) symmetry.which can be explained with a faceting of the

surface. The intensity distribution varies in a com- The STM topography shows on a mesoscopic
scale a ‘‘rippled’’ surface (Fig. 4). The ‘‘ridges’’plex manner when changing the electron energy,

and the spots seem to move independently towards running along the [11:0] direction are up to several
hundred ångstroms long and have a width ofand off the centre of the screen.

A closer look at the pattern at 237 eV ( lower 30–50 Å (see height scan below the image).
Sometimes even larger facets are observed. A widthpanel of Fig. 2) reveals the regular array of spots

in the [001] azimuth (horizontal direction in the of approximately 40 Å seems to be most favour-
able, which is larger than the value obtained bypattern), in which the separation of the beams

Fig. 1. AE spectrum of the Ir(110) surface. The top line represents the energy spectrum, the bottom line the first derivative.
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On a small scale it can be seen (Fig. 5) that
these ‘‘ridges’’ consist of several [11:0] rows in
successively higher layers separated by #3a0/2 in
[001] direction, where a0=3.84 Å is the lattice
constant of the crystal. This results in inclinations
of the facet between 10 and 15°, which is close to
the theoretical expected value of 13.3° for (331)
facets. A (111) facet would incline at a much
steeper angle of 35.3° and would not exhibit these
small ‘‘bumps’’ at the sides separated by 3a0/2. At
the top of the facet shown in Fig. 5 a close packed
double row can be seen. This seems to be an
inherent feature of the structure, since we always
notice such a double row at the top in accordance
with the findings of refs. [17,18]. Although it may
appear critical to measure the exact distances and
inclination angles because of the difficulty of
appropriate background subtraction [there is no
evident ‘‘reference’’ plane that can be regarded as
parallel to the (110) plane, and the two close
packed rows at the top of the facets define a rather
small ‘‘terrace’’] the measured values are close to
the calculated values, far from experimental error.

We observed no critical preparation conditions
under which this special reconstruction occurs,
provided that the surface is being annealed high
enough (at least 800 K). Longer annealing and/or
slower cooling did not improve the LEED pattern

Fig. 2. LEED pattern of the microfaceted Ir(110) surface, taken
or considerably alter the mesoscopic distributionat 158 eV (top) and 273 eV (bottom).
of the ridges seen by STM. However, the length
of the ridges shortened with increasing contamin-
ations like C or Ca that sometimes appeared upon
high annealing and the mesoscopic topography
was even more rough. Since we did not anneal the
sample in an oxygen atmosphere, did not use
flashing to high temperatures and in general
annealed only for a quite limited time of

Fig. 3. Model of a single ‘‘ridge’’. The inclination of the (331)
10–20 min, segregation of impurities should beand (331:) facets is 13.3° versus the (110) plane, which lies paral-
minimized. If the faceted reconstruction is causedlel to the two close packed [11:0] rows at the top of the ridge.

The lateral distance of the outermost atoms at the sides is by impurities, these must be present in very low
5.76 Å. concentration and additionally be typical contami-

nants in iridium crystals, since this structure has
been reported now by three independent groups.He diffraction, where 18 Å was found to be most
The observed correlation between Si and/or SiOpronounced [19]. Compared to the other
signals in the AE spectra and a (1×2) LEED3d-transition metals the [11:0] rows seem more
pattern [11] exclude these two contaminants asstable and the disorder is higher perpendicular to

the rows. stabilizers for the faceted structure.
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Fig. 4. Overview STM topograph 2000×2000 Å2, U
t
=0.93 V, I

t
=1.0 nA. The height scale corresponds to 40 Å. The [11:0] direction

is parallel to the row-like facets. The height scan below the image indicates an average facet width of approximately 40 Å. The
inclination of the sides of the ‘‘ridges’’ is 10°–15°, which is in reasonable agreement with the expected 13.3° for (331) facets.

Adsorbed oxygen is known as a stabilizer The role of other possible contaminants such as,
for example, K and P should be more carefullyfor the (1×1) and the c(2×2) structure

[8,9,14,18,21,22]. Ca deteriorates the formation addressed in future research. But since no study
reporting the faceted reconstruction mentions sig-of the faceted structure and tends to induce (1×3)

patches [23]. Sulphur also induces different recon- nificant amounts of these impurities, their influence
may be marginal, and the driving force for thisstructions, which we checked by annealing the

sample after adsorbing a monolayer of H2S [24]. structure must be sought elsewhere.
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Fig. 5. STM topograph of one of the ‘‘ridges’’ 95×82 Å2, U
t
=−0.3 V, I

t
=1.0 nA. The height scale corresponds to 10 Å. Slight

differentiation has been used to enhance contrast. The height scan along the [001] direction clearly indicates the two close packed
[11:0] rows at the top of the ridge and the small ‘‘bumps’’ at the sides at a lateral distance of 7±1 Å correspond to rows in successively
deeper layers, resulting in an inclination of the walls of approximately 10°, in agreement with the (331) faceted model in Fig. 3.

In a recent ab initio study on Ir(110) [25] a force for the large scale periodic hill-and-valley
structure found on clean Pt(110) [26 ], and also(1×2) reconstruction was found to be favourable

compared to the relaxed, unreconstructed surface. for several other mesoscopic patterns on semicon-
ductors [27–30] and metal–adsorbate systems [31–The main reason for this prediction is the energy

gain upon reconstruction, whereas surface stress 33], it may also play a role in the formation of
the rippling on Ir(110). In this picture the observedwas found to be even higher in the (1×2) case.

This may be different for the (331) microfaceted period of 40 Å may lead to the assumption that
the intrinsic stress on Ir(110) is considerably highermodel with mesoscopic rippling. Since the relief of

surface stress has been considered as a driving than that on Pt(110), where much larger structures
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